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Abstract— Multi-Keyword-Rank-Search-Encryption (MRSE) returns the top-k results for client's solicitation of 

multi-catchphrase search-over encoded information, and henceforth provides-an effective path for saving 

information fortification in storage systems while without pasting of acquaintance of use. Numerous existing 

MRSE frameworks are built dependent on calculation which we term as k-closest neighbour for accessible 

cipher (KNN-SE). Unfortunately, KNN-SE had various weaknesses which limit its along to earth applications. 

A new MRSE framework which defeats practically all deformities of the KNN-SE based MRSE-frameworks. In 

particular, new framework does not involve a pre-defined motto set-and-supports keywords in discretionary 

dialects, multi-client framework which supports flexible hunt approval and time prohibited denial, and it 

accomplishes better information sanctuary insurance since-the cloud server can't tell which records in top-k 

results returned to the client. 

Index Terms—searchable encryption, multiple keyword, rank, top-k, privacy-preserving. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CLOUD computing has been considered as a new 

model of enterprise IT infrastructure, which can 

organize huge resource of computing, storage and 

applications, and enable users to enjoy ubiquitous, 

convenient and on demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable computing resources 

with great efficiency and minimal economic 

overhead [1]. Attracted by these appealing features, 

both individuals and enterprises are motivated to 

outsource their data to the cloud, instead of 

purchasing software and hardware to manage the 

data themselves. 

Despite of the various advantages of cloud services, 

outsourcing sensitive information (such as e-mails, 

personal health records, company finance data, 

government documents, etc.) to remote servers 

brings privacy concerns. The cloud service 

providers (CSPs) that keep the data for users may 

access users’ sensitive information without 

authorization. A general approach to protect the 

data confidentiality is to encrypt the data before 

outsourcing [2]. Encryption translates data into 

unreadable cipher text and how to search over and 

share encrypted data has been a challenging 

research problem. Searchable encryption (SE) [4], 

has been proposed as an effective strategy to 

execute keyword search over encoded information. 

Searchable encryption (SE) schemes have made 

specific contributions in terms of efficiency, 

functionality and security. Searchable encryption 

schemes enable the client to store the encrypted 

data to the cloud and execute keyword search over 

cipher text domain. So far, abundant works have 

been proposed under different threat models to 

achieve various search functionality, such as single 

keyword search, similarity search, ranked search, 

multi-keyword ranked search, etc. Among them, 

multi-keyword ranked search achieves more and 

more attention for its practical applicability. To 

make an encoded record accessible in SE, a data 

owner firstly extracts a set of keywords from the 

document and encrypts them into an encrypted 

index. Then, the data owner uploads both the 

encrypted index and the encrypted document to the 

cloud for storage. In the data query phase, a data 

user creates a keyword token and submits the token 

to the cloud. The cloud uses a matching algorithm 

to test the association between the search token and 

encrypted indices. Then, the encrypted documents 

with matching keywords are returned to the data 

user. 

Many of these SE systems only support single 

keyword search or simple conjunctive queries and 

are not able to rank searched documents according 

to some predefined relevance score. Many efforts 

have been spent to study SE systems in diverse 

application scenarios, such as health care smart 

grid, internet of things.  

To provide an improved search experience, the 

multi-keyword ranks searchable encryption 

(MRSE) system is proposed which enables the 

cloud to restore the top-k results (with the k most 

elevated importance scores) instead of every single 

significant record. However, most of the existing 

MRSE systems are based on uncommon k-closest 

neighbour (KNN) calculation which we will refer 

as k-closest neighbour calculation for accessible 

encryption (KNN-SE) during the rest of the paper. 

The existing MRSE systems based on it suffer from 

many shortcomings which greatly limit their 

practical applications. It is necessary to design new 

MRSE systems to overcome these defects without 

loss of efficiency and security. 

 

A. Related Work 

Searchable encryption schemes enable the clients to 

store the encrypted data to the cloud and execute 

keyword search over cipher text domain. Due to 

different cryptography primitives, searchable 

encryption schemes can be constructed using public 
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key-based cryptography [5], or symmetric key 

based cryptography. 

Song et al.  proposed the first symmetric searchable 

encryption (SSE) scheme, and the search time of 

their scheme is linear to the size of the data 

collection. Liu et al. utilized the SSE and attribute-

based encryption to securely share and search for 

real-time video data. Yang et al. proposed a non-

interactive order preserving encryption scheme to 

search over encrypted database system, which 

supports range search. 

In 2011, Cao et al. [13] proposed the first 

framework of single-user MRSE based on KNN-

SE. The k-nearest neighbour’s algorithm (k-NN) is 

a non-parametric method used for classification and 

regression. In both cases, the input consists of the k 

closest training examples in the feature space. The 

existing KNN system made is a symmetric key 

encryption system and hence a data owner has to 

disclose his secret key to a data user in order to 

authorize the data query and decryption privileges 

and the authorization cannot be revoked even if the 

authorized data user is found behaving maliciously. 

And the searchable encryption emphasis on single 

keyword-based search or Boolean keyword-based 

search, and hardly work on sorting the search 

results.  

 

B. Contributions 

In this paper we propose another MRSE framework 

which over-comes every one of the limitations of 

the KNN-SE based MRSE frameworks while 

without loss of effectiveness and security. 

Specifically, our new MRSE enjoys the following 

desirable properties. 

 No requirement for pre-characterized 

catchphrases. The new framework does not 

require a lot of pre-characterize catchphrases 

during the setup stage and new keywords can 

be included whenever during the system 

operations. 

 Flexible approval and time-controlled 

revocation. The framework enables an owner 

to approve a data user to inquiry and 

unscrambling benefits in a predefined 

timeframe. When the present time is out of the 

allocated timeframe, the right will be revoked 

automatically. Additionally, the framework 

gives the owner a compelling method to deny 

the approved benefits inside a timeframe. 

 Simultaneously search on multi-proprietor's 

information. An information client can all the 

while search on various information 

proprietors’ scrambled reports. For example, a 

medicinal specialist can all the while search 

over scrambled restorative records delivered 

by various facilities. The other existing hunt 

capable encryption plans need to produce 

diverse snare ways to look over changed 

information proprietor's archives. While, our 

plan could utilize only one trapdoor to look on 

numerous proprietors' information. 

 Security and Efficiency. In the current MRSE 

frameworks, the server can become familiar 

with the plaintext of relevance scores of each 

looked through record. A cloud server learns 

which archives are the most relevant. In our 

framework, the cloud server gains nothing 

from the list items since the significance scores 

came back to information client are encoded. 

 
Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND 

SECURITY MODEL 

A. System Model 

The framework appeared in Figure 1 comprises of  

Data owner has a collection of documents that he 

wants to outsource to the cloud server in encrypted 

format. Afterwards the data owner outsources the 

encrypted collection to the server; he securely 

distributes the key information and gives 

permission to the client to access his content for 

specific time period request by them. 

Data users are authorized ones to access he 

documents of data owner. With the query 

keywords, the user generates a trapdoor to fetch 

encrypted documents from the server by requesting 

the owners. Then, the data users can decrypt the 

documents with the shared secret key. 

Cloud server stores the encrypted document 

collection and the encrypted searchable index for 

data owner. Upon receiving the trapdoor from the 

data user, the cloud server executes search over the 

index, and finally returns the corresponding 

collection of top-k ranked encrypted documents. 

 

The work flow of the architecture involves three 

different entities: data owner, data user and admin, 

as illustrated in Fig. 2. We had the process the 

design in four modules which are given below: 

 User Interface Design 

 Data Owner 

 Data User 

 Admin 
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Fig. 2 Workflow of System Architecture 

 

MODULE EXPLANATION 

 User Interface Design 

In this module we design the page for the project. 

These pages are used for secure login for all users. 

To connect with server user must give their 

username and password then only they can able to 

connect the server. If the user already exits directly 

can login into the server else user must register 

their details such as username, password and Email 

id, into the server. Server will create the account 

for the entire user to maintain upload and download 

rate. Name will be set as user id. Logging in is 

usually used to enter a specific page. 

 Data Owner 
In this module, Users are having authentication 

and security to access the result from the system. 

First register then login into Data Owner account. 

Owner uploads some files on the server, will 

encrypt all content then stored into database. 

Owner can view all files information & if any user 

requires a file, they need to have permission from 

the owners to search the content and a file key to 

download it from the server.  If any user sends 

request to get file key.  Owner will verify & 

approve then sending file key.  

 Data User 

In this module, Users are having authentication and 

security to access the result from the system. 

Before accessing or searching the details user 

should have the account in that otherwise they 

should register first.  User should send the message 

to data owner to apply for the authorization. He 

should firstly get the permissions from each owner. 

After approval, the user searches the files based on 

keywords and retrieve related all files information. 

The search supports Boolean keyword searching 

and matched results ranking, which are two 

important factors in facilitating practical searchable 

encryption. User select the file he required and 

request a have file security key to download it as all 

files stored are encrypted. 

 

 Admin 

In this module only single admin is there first enter 

admin name & password login to server this is the 

authentication process of our project.  After login 

View All Data Owner details, DO files details, 

User details & View all user file request details.                          

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system (shown in Fig. 2), the 

system model consists of the three modules i.e., 

data owner, data user and the admin. To make an 

encrypted document searchable, a data owner 

firstly encrypts the file and a set of keywords, 

which are extracted from the file, encrypts them 

into an encrypted index. Then, the data owner 

uploads both the encrypted index and the encrypted 

document for storage in database. In the data query 

phase, a data user designates a set of query 

keyword and submits it for the search. It supports 

Boolean keyword query, such as “AND”, “OR” 

and “NO” operations which classified sub-

dictionaries method to achieve better efficiency. 

Then, the data users apply search authorization 

from a single data owner or multiple data owners. 

The data users set an authorization time such that 

the search privilege expires automatically when the 

time is out. The database uses a matching algorithm 

to test the association between the search token and 

encrypted indices. Then, the encrypted documents 

with matching keywords are returned to the data 

user. The secure data retrieval protocol to get the 

top-k relevant encrypted files, which are returned to 

the data user. In decryption phase, the data user had 

to submit a request to the data owner for the key to 

download the encrypted file. Then, the data owner 

verifies the search authority of the data user. If it is 

valid, data owner sends the key to download the 

encrypted file. Then the data user can recover the 

encrypted file to plain text file using the key shared 

by the owner which had a privilege time to extract 

the file and expires automatically after a specified 

time period. Users can also recommend/suggest the 

search file to different users staying he found the 

specific file helpful. The admin had all the 

information about the all owners and users and the 

commutation happened between them. 
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RESULT 

 
Fig. 3 Owner’s Request 

 
Fig. 4 File received by the User’s 

 

In the (Fig. 3), the graphs show the number of the 

request’s that the Owner received from the user to 

access the content he stored in the particular server. 

The second graph shown in Fig. 4, shows the how 

many requests are made to owner to access a 

particular file by the multiple users. 

 

CONCLUSION 

MRSE is useful procedure which enables data users 

to search over encrypted data in cloud. Numerous 

MRSE frameworks have been proposed in the 

writing and the most of them are reliant on KNN-

SE algorithms. Unfortunately, KNN-SE had 

various weaknesses which confinement its viable 

applications of the present MRSE frameworks. We 

at that point proposed an MRSE framework 

overcomes the imperfections in KNN-SE based 

MRSE frameworks. Our framework does not 

involve a fined catchphrase-set at the 

prearrangement stage and bolster in discretionary 

dialects. The co-ordination permits adaptable 

pursuit approval and time-controller disavowal. It 

return-the top-k results light client's solicitation of 

multi-watchword search-over scrambled 

information, and subsequently provides a proficient 

route for safeguarding info-security in storage-

systems without loss-of-data usability. 

Furthermore, the prominence scores processed by 

server-are in cipher text form and server can't tell 

which reports are top-k results. 
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